Ardesie Porcelain Pavers

The Ardesie porcelain collection reinterprets the elegance of natural stone with a high degree of strength. The best examples of shapes and color combinations have been selected to emulate the natural world in a sleek modern way.
Available Colors

Shore AD 01 NAT
Island AD 02 NAT*
African Stone AD 03 NAT*

Black Reef AD 04 NAT
Vulcan AD 05 NAT*

*Made in the USA

Mirage® porcelain pavers: a blending of advantages

Resistant

- To freeze/thaw
- To breakage
- To chemical aggression
- To stains

Easier

- To clean
- To lay
- To remove
- For you

Available in:

- Stoneware
- Stone Finish
- 3/4" or 1 1/4"
- Porcelain

Shapes & Sizes

- UNICO: 12.99" x 23.54" x 3/4" NAT
- RIFT: 4 1/5" x 18" NAT

PORCELAIN PAVERS BY BELGARD® is a range of porcelain tiles in 3/4" and 1 1/4" thicknesses ideal for exteriors: a top quality product exclusively designed and manufactured in Italy by Mirage®.